Just a heads up!

The following piece revolves around the Pokémon
Trading Card Game. All card text relating to
gameplay has been obscured so as to not qualify as
unsolicited card designs. If this is still a conflict of
interest, you may not want to read ahead.
However, I’m super proud of this piece, so if you’re
still interested in hearing about my card design
process, I’ll gladly provide a version with pictures
removed entirely at your request.
Thanks!
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OPPORTUNITY
The Pokémon Trading Card game is one of the most
popular card games of all time. It’s a highly successful
combination of accessible, yet deep gameplay and a
beloved license. However, compared to other trading card
games on the market, it offers less ways to play.

Drafting is a way of playing trading card games that differs
from playing with cards already in the players’ collections.
Players take cards from sealed booster packs and pass
them around the table, creating their decks from cards
their pick from the packs.

Drafting offers
High replay value
Low financial barrier to play
Fun game-before-the-game element

The Pokémon Trading Card Game does not support drafting
nearly as easily as other card games. But, using the existing
rules, could a Pokémon expansion set be designed that allows
for a fun, balanced drafting experience?

PLANNING

The first step to designing a Pokémon set was deciding how
many cards would be in it, and then breaking down that
number into card types and the rarities with which they
appear in the packs. Using existing sets as precedent (and
adding a small touch of flavor), I settled on 151 unique cards.
One of the barriers Pokémon has
to drafting is its large number of
Pokémon types. The more types
that appear in a booster back, the
harder it is to draft a working deck.
I decided to use only about half of
the existing types to allow for more
consistent drafting.

Next came the most important part- picking the Pokémon!
Using the type and rarities as guidelines, I created a design
skeleton starting as a list of Pokémon. I generally used
early-generation Pokémon that would be familiar to the
highest number of potential players to reduce the barrier to entry.
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Another important consideration to picking Pokémon and
placing them at certain rarities was making sure that players
would easily be able to draft full Pokémon evolution lines
(ex. Charmander, Charmelon, and Charizard). To make this easier,
cards required to be played before their evolutions were placed
at lower rarities and often given multiple card designs so that they
appear more frequently in packs.

Finally, I compiled a list of Trainer cards that are commonly
printed in the actual Pokémon game to be included in the set.
This helped to ground the “power” of my set in line with the
official cards and add a layer of familiarity for players who are
already familiar with Pokémon.

DESIGN

Before designing individual cards, I had to establish themes for
what each Pokémon type was trying to do and what kind of
decks they would make. Using the most iconic Pokémon from
each type as guideposts for players, I designed cards that
outlined the general strategies of each type.

GRASS
Themes:
-Healing
-Special Conditions
-Evolution

FIRE
Themes:
-Damage
-Energy Discard
-Pokemon Tutoring

WATER
Themes:
-Energy Movement
-Revenge Hitting
-Retreating

With my type themes in place, I beefed up my skeleton with
more general designs that both supported drafting synergies
and functioned as flavorful designs for the individual Pokémon
themselves. After filling out the skeleton, I took multiple passes
doing preliminary balancing.

Finally, I created a card template, filled in my designs and
added artwork (a combination of my own and official art). As I
filled in the templates, I was constantly adjusting designs,
balancing them and reducing wordiness.

PROTOTYPING
Then I spent several hours cutting out and sleeving over 1,000 cards.

Once all of the cards were printed and sleeved, it was time to
construct the packs. A special shuffling technique was
incorporated to ensure that there was an even distribution of
types in each pack.

PLAYTESTING
At long last, the project
reached the playtesting phase.
I held several drafts, each
ranging from 4 to 8 players.
The players themselves ranged
from having no Pokémon
or TCG knowledge to being
Pokémon superfans and TCG
experts. After a few matches,
we’d talk about anything that
was unclear, how things could
be more intuitive, and which
cards seemed either too strong
or not worth using.
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As potential issues arose, I made changes to the cards and
retested them. Some cards just had numbers tweaked, while
others changed rarities or had their text replaced entirely. With
so many cards and so many variables, this continues to be an
on-going process.

SUMMARY

The playtests showed amazing results, with players of all levels of
experience in card games easily picking up how to draft and play
Pokémon. The card curation paired with Pokémon’s evolution
mechanic in a way that made deck construction straight-forward
and approachable for even the newest of players. Most
important of all, the players had a blast drafting and playing.

While this project may have changes ongoing for the
foreseeable future, I believe it’s safe to say that given the right
design approach, drafting Pokémon is not only possible, but
is a fun, approachable experience that brings a new way to
play to a contemporary classic.
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Thank You

